
Wednesday 6th May 2020

Instead of a Riddle today, here is a Maths
Challenge. You will need to think outside 
of the box to solve it!



Morning Work – Maths!

Have a go at these questions!

Things you will need to remember:

• To find the perimeter, add up all the sides.

• Negative numbers get larger the further left 
you go on a number line.







Answers



SPaG – More Spelling

Can you find a dictionary in your house to look up the 
meanings of these words? If not, try typing each word 
into google. 



1. communicate
2. aggressive
3. frequently
4. dictionary
5. determined
6. temperature
7. language

A. Match up the words to the correct definition:   eg 1. 
communication = G

B. Write a sentence including each of the following words:

accommodate category nuisance

relevant variety pronunciation

A.   A resource to look up unknown words.
B.   If you don’t give up on something, you are this word.
C.   Synonyms of this word are ‘violent’ and ‘vicious’.
D.   The doctor will take this if you are ill.
E.   French, Spanish, Urdu are all examples of this.
F.   If something happens regularly and often.
G. You can do this is many ways: emailing, texting,  

talking.

Task: Look each word up in a dictionary to complete the 
tasks below. 



Read the poem ‘Golden Time’ 

• ‘Golden Time’ is another poem by Joseph 
Coelho. Read it in your head first and then 
read it out loud. 

• Use the Reflection Prompts to help you think 
about the poem. Read the questions and think 
about your answers to each one. 

English
LI: To understand a poem and perform it with expression





Task 1: Answers these questions in your home 
learning booklets or on paper in full sentences.



Using Noun Phrases











Preparing to Perform 

1. Read your poem aloud several times, listening to how it sounds. 
2. Decide on a good performance space – make sure you all agree. 
3. What is the tone of the poem? Is it sad, funny, scary, thoughtful? 
Does the tone change? How will you show this when you perform 
it? 
4. What sort of character will tell the poem? Are they cheeky, 
lively, sentimental etc.? How will you show this with voice and 
gestures? 
Which words should be emphasised? Underline them and decide 
how this will be done. 
Read through the poem deciding who will say which parts. Vary 
who says what. 
Build in actions and gestures. 
Keep practising, aiming to perform from memory. 





• Multi-step word problems are questions that 
involve two steps to find the final answer. 

• They could involve any of the four operations 
(addition, subtraction, division or multiplication). 

• The first step and second step could be different 
operations so look out for the synonyms for each 
operation! 

• Always underline the key information!

What are multi-step word problems and 
how would you solve them?

LI: To answer multi-step word problems using addition 
and subtraction



Alice is trying to complete a sticker book. It needs 3,500 stickers 
overall. She has 1,340 in the book and a further 1,872 ready to 

stick in. How many more stickers will she need?

The first step is to identify what the question is asking from you. It is asking 
how many stickers more stickers Alice will need to complete her sticker 
book.

You need to find out how many stickers she has so far so you need to use 
ADDITION.

1,340 + 1,872 = 3,212

Now that the first step is completed, you can move onto the second step 
which is SUBTRACTION. You need to find out how many more stickers she 
needs to finish her collection.

You use the total from your first step which is 3,212 and SUBTRACT that 
from the overall number of stickers that is needed to fill the book which is 
3,500

3,500 – 3,212 = 288



In a garden centre, rose seeds cost £1.38, lily seeds cost £1.15 
and daffodil seeds cost 85p. Jan buys a packet of rose seeds and 
a packet of daffodil seeds. How much change does she get from 

a £5 note?

Once you have read the question and underlined the key information. Think of what the 
question is asking you. Jan wants to know how much change she will get back after paying 
for her flowers with £5.00

First step would be to ADD together the amount of flower seeds she bought. 
Now there are prices for 3 types of seeds but she only buys two types (don’t get thrown 
off by the extra information! It is there to throw you off sometimes and isn’t always 
relevant!). She buys rose and daffodil seeds:

1.38 + 0.85 = 2.23

The next step will be to SUBTRACT the total of the amount spent from the £5.00 she used 
to pay.

5.00 – 2.23 = 2.77 (Use column method if you need to)

Answer: Jan will get £2.77 in change 



A supermarket has 12,840 loaves of bread at the start of the day. 
During the day, 8,570 loaves are sold and a further 20,320 loaves 
are delivered to the store. How many loaves of bread are there 

at the end of the day?

Try and work this out. 

What would your first operation be and what made you choose that?

What information will you need to underline?

What is the second operation you need?



A supermarket has 12,840 loaves of bread at the start of the day. 
During the day, 8,570 loaves are sold and a further 20,320 loaves 
are delivered to the store. How many loaves of bread are there 

at the end of the day?

Step 1:
Subtract 8,570 from 12,840 as that is how many were sold 
from the original amount. This will give you  4,270

Step 2: 
As more bread has been delivered,20,320, you will need to 
use addition with the previous total and the current delivery.
20,320 + 4,270 = 24,590

Answer = There are 24,590 loaves of bread at the end of the 
day. 



Your task – To answer the multistep word 
problems using addition and subtraction

1. Barry has 50 litres of fuel in his car and his petrol tank is full. On a journey to 
Wales, he uses 30 litres of fuel. On a journey to the shop, he used 1,250ml of fuel. 
How much fuel will he have to put back in to fill the tank?

2. On a school trip 1,279 people visit a museum. There are 1,020 children and 45 
teachers. How many parents are there?

3. In a week Josh saves £5.75. On Monday, he has £2.55 and on Wednesday his 
mum gives him 75p. How much does he save the rest of the week?

4. Charles has 5230 comics. He lends 3265 to Jim and 899 to Ryan. How many 
does he have left?

5. A car costs £206,399. In the sale, it has £96,250 off. Harry buys the car and a 
new Rolex watch that costs £12,599. How much does he spend in total?

6. Bristol zoo recorded its visitors over a four week period. In the first week there 
were 630,242 visitors. In the second, 439,242 people visited the zoo. In the third 
and fourth week, a combined total of 1,320,942 people visited the zoo. How many 
people visited the zoo in the four week period?



7. At the start of a football match there were 466,209 people watching on TV. After kick off, 
another 316,819 viewers tuned in to watch the game. However, at half time 181,201 viewers 
stopped watching the match. How many viewers were still watching the match after half time?

8. A shop had 467,290 items. It through away 109,510 of these items and bought 266,817 new 
ones, how many items did the store now have?

9. Filbert was playing a video game and had a score of 200,000. In a hard part of the game he 
lost 106,848 points. If he got 329,404 more points in the next level, how many points would he 
have?

10. Jae had £467,330. He went shopping and spent £126,309. If he got another £366,892 for 
his allowance, how much money does he have now?

11. Amy had four hundred and thirty five thousand music files and one hundred and twenty 
six thousand and thirty two video files on her flash drive. If she deleted eight hundred and 
thirty eight of the files. How many files were still on her flash drive?

12. The school ordered 1,230,868 fish fingers and 2,416,092 chips for a very hungry school. 
But, if 832,909 chips and 355,712 fish fingers did not get eaten. How many extra fish fingers 
and chips did the school end up with?



Answers!

• 18.75 litres
• 214
• £245
• 1066

• £122,748
• 2,390,426
• 601,827
• 157,307
• 624,597
• £707,913
• 560,194

• Fish fingers: 875,156
Chips: 1,583,183



Reading







Questions

1. What do you think inspired Roald’s love of stories? 
2. What does ‘all-powerful Matron’ mean? What characteristics might she have had? 
3. Use the text to explain how a young boy might have felt about the Headmaster at this 
school. 
4. In your own words, explain what “quite incapable of marshalling his thoughts on paper” 
means. 
5. How do you think the chocolate testing experience inspired ‘Charlie and the Chocolate 
Factory’? 
6. Explain why he had to leave the RAF. 
7. How did Roald start writing children’s stories? 
8. In your own words, explain what Dahl thought a writer needed to do if they were going 
to write books for children. 
9. What does “books shouldn’t be daunting” mean? 
10. Why do you think learning to be a reader could give someone a “terrific advantage”? 



Answers

1. His mother was a great storyteller. 
2. It means she had all the power and was not very nice. She might have been bossy, 
domineering, unkind, nasty and cruel. 
3. It says “cane wielding Headmaster” so a young boy might have been afraid that he 
might get caned. 
4. Couldn’t get his thoughts written down on paper.
5. It would have been such a fun thing to do, that it made Roald Dahl want to write 
about chocolate and seeing the secrets of how things were made in a factory. 
6. He had suffered such injuries, that he kept getting headaches and couldn’t fly planes 
any more. 
7. He would tell his children stories at bedtime and he started to write them down. 
8. Own words relating to seeing the world through children’s eyes. 
9. Books shouldn’t be something to be afraid of or dread reading because it might be 
too difficult or not interesting. 
10. You could learn about things you don’t know about. 



Spelling





Handwriting

All these numbers are odd numbers. You 
cannot add three odd numbers together to 
make an even number, so this is not 
possible. 
The only way you can do it is if you turn the 
9 upside down to give you a 6, then add 11 + 
13 = 30.



Thursday 7th May 2020

I thought that this quote about reading was very relevant to our current 
situation, having to isolate at homes. 

Please, please make sure you are reading every single day. You cannot learn 
without reading and reading gives us the opportunity to explore different 

worlds!

Riddle of the Day:
I am not alive but I grow. 
I don’t have lungs but I 

need air.
I don’t have a mouth but 

water kills me. 
What am I?



Morning Work – Maths!
Choose a column that you feel comfortable with and solve the 
calculations in that column. 
For an extra challenge, can you work out the answers to A, B and C?

A B C

504 + 382 = 

687 - 314 = 

9 X 12 = 

42 ÷ 7 = 

952 + 608 = 

723 - 599 = 

54 X 6 = 

656 ÷ 8 = 

103.7 + 54.64 = 

872.04 – 19.5 = 

32.7 X 4 = 

41 ÷ 5 = 



Here are the answers. Put a tick or a 
cross next to your work.

A B C

504 + 382 = 

886

687 - 314 = 

373

9 X 12 = 108

42 ÷ 7 = 6

952 + 608 = 

1,560

723 - 599 = 124

54 X 6 = 324

656 ÷ 8 = 82

103.7 + 54.64 = 

158.34

872.04 – 19.5 = 

852.54

32.7 X 4 = 130.8

41 ÷ 5 = 8.2



SPaG

Try some fun, mixed questions and see how 
many you get right! 

Write down your score.







English
LI: To write a poem  

Task 1: Make up some noun-phrases about a 
favourite place 
• Think of a place that you love to be. It can be 

indoors or outdoors. Write it in the middle of a 
sheet of paper. 

• It could be a playground, it could be the 
classroom, your bedroom, a location or place you 
have been to, your granparent’s home!

• Try to think of six or more things that this place is 
for you. Why is it special? Write each of your 
images as a descriptive expanded noun phrase. 

• Example on the next slide!



Example:

Be creative! 



Task 2

• Make notes about playing with words 
– Watch a video of Joseph Coelho explaining about 

playing with words (copy the link below or type 
into google BBC Teach playing with words)

– Make notes about some of his ideas. They will be 
useful to you when you are writing your poem.

https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-
video/english-ks1-ks2-poetry- playing-with-
words/zmxf8xs



Task 3: Developing a Poem 
It is time for you to have a go writing your own poem 

about your own favourite place!

1.Read all of your special place ideas. 

2.Look for ways to improve your expanded noun phrases 
(think poetry techniques: alliteration, onomatopoeia, 
powerful adjectives, verbs and adverbs). 

3.Look for words that are not working hard enough –
replace, remove or combine. 

4.Choose the best 5-6 images and number them – think 
about impact: keep a surprise for the last stanza. 

5.Write your poem using the structure of Golden Time. 



Extra Challenge Activities!

Try these Fun-Time Extras 

– Can you send your poem to somebody else? 

– Can you interview people in your house to find 
out about their favourite place? Can they tell you 
six reasons that they like it? 

– Find ‘Watch and Listen’ on Joseph Coelho’s 
website and watch him perform some of his 
poems. 

– https://www.thepoetryofjosephcoelho.com/ 



How would you work this question out using a mental method?

Add together 40p, 70p and 30p. 

The best way is to ‘remove’ the zero from each number first. 
Add together 4p, 7p and 3p.

Mentally add the numbers up now  which will you give you 14p 

Once you have found your answer, add in your zero (which represents the 
tens) that  you removed and you will get your final answer!

Answer: 140p which is equivalent to £1.40

Hint! 100p is the same as £1.00 so 100 pennies makes 1 pound. 200 
pennies makes 2 pounds etc. 

LI: To answer a variety of addition questions using 
mental methods



Lauren was given some money for her birthday. Her brother gave 
her £2.50, her sister gave her £1.00 and her grandma gave her 

£4.50. How much did she get in total? 

Start by adding the pounds (£) together:

£2.50 £1.00 £4.50

Then add the pennies together mentally:

50 + 50 = 100 which is equivalent to £1.00

2 1 4+ + =   £ 7

Add the two totals together and you should get £8.00



Omar collects 68 bus tickets and 34 train tickets. 
How many does he have in total? 

Hint! It can help to add the tens first and then the ones and add the 
totals together! 

68 + 34 = 
Start by adding the tens mentally: 

60 + 30 = 90 or 6 + 3 = 9 and then add the 0 which represents the tens.

Now add the ones:
8 + 4 = 12

Add the two totals together mentally :
90 + 12 = 102

Answer : Omar has a total of 102 tickets in his collection. 



Now answer these questions using the mental method that works for you!

1. Caroline has 2 bags of apples. One bag has 13 red apples in and the other 
bag has 24 green apples. How many apples does she have in total? 

2.What is the sum of 38, 20 and 87? 

3. Samir buys three chocolate bars. The first costs 62p, the second costs 59p 
and the last costs 70p. How much did he spend in total? 

4. A teacher gives out 16 pencils on Monday, 22 on Tuesday and 29 on 
Thursday. How many pencils did she give out in total. 

5. How much is 84p plus 39p plus 47p? 

6. Three sacks of potatoes were delivered to a shop. They weighed 18kg, 35 
kg and 27kg. How much did they weigh in total? 

7. Hannah has 58p and Max has 74p. How much do they have in total? 



8. Jenny runs for 46 seconds and Ali runs for 73 seconds. What was the total time they 
ran for?

9. A shop has 78 ripe plums and 22 rotten ones. How many plums are there altogether?

10. What is the total when 72 is added to 38?

11. Mohammed finds 73p on is way to school and 12p on his way home. How much did 
he find in total?

12. Tarek collects drawings of owls. He has 24 drawings and his friend gives him 16. How 
many drawings does he have now?

13. There are 32 children in one class and 28 children in another. What is the sum of the 
children in both classes? 

14. Scott has 39p and Robert has 84p. What is the total amount of money? 



Answers:

1. 37
2. 145
3. £1.91 or 191p
4. 67
5. 170
6. 80kg
7. £1.32 or 132p
8. 119 seconds
9. 100
10. 110

11. 85
12. 40
13. 60
14. £1.23 or 123p



Reading





Questions

1. What are the scientific symbols for oxygen and carbon dioxide?
2. In the heart paragraph, what does the phrase ‘in the heart of it all’ mean
3. How long does it take for one red blood cell to go round the body?
4. Write down in words how many times the average heart beats in one 

lifetime.
5. What does your body need to get rid of that is taken away by your 

blood?
6. What do capillaries do?
7. In the final paragraph, the author has used an apostrophe to create a 

contraction. What should the full words be?
8. Find four conjunctions in the text.
9. What simile is used to describe the blood cells? Why?
10. In your opinion, what is the most interesting piece of information you 

have read in this text and why?







Spelling





Handwriting

Riddle Answer: Fire!



Friday 8th May 2020

Happy Friday, Year 5! Almost the weekend. 
One more day of hard work!

We hope you have a lovely weekend and 
please make sure you are getting some 

exercise and fresh air each day.

Riddle of the Day:

How can ‘L’ be greater in size 
than ‘XL’?



Morning work – Maths!

It’s Friday - try some fun, mixed questions and 
see how many you get right! 

Write down your score.







SPaG - Adverbs

Today, you will be recapping adverbs of time, place and frequency. 



Task: Think of as many adverbs as you can 
that would make sense in these sentences.

I am often forgetful.

I left my suitcase outside.

Yesterday, I went to the zoo.



English
LI: To write an information text

• Read the Newspaper Article: Pupils Protest Over New Uniform 
Rules on the next slides.

• Fill in this table:

Who?

What?

Why?

When?

Where?



Pupils Protest Over New Uniform Rule 

On the 6th September, police were called to Priory School in Lewes, East Sussex, after 
around 150 parents and pupils protested against a new school-uniform rule. 

What is the new rule? 

The rule requires all students, whether they are girls or boys, to wear trousers. Skirts are 
not allowed. This had previously only applied to students who had joined the school 
since 2017, but now it applies to all pupils. In a statement, Priory School said any 
students who didn't follow the new rule would be sent home and asked to change, 
before returning to school. One pupil, called Nina Cullen, wasn't allowed into the 
building after she arrived wearing a skirt. 

Why was the rule introduced? 

Priory School said it introduced the rule in response to concerns that the girls' skirts 
were too short. The school also said it was brought in to make the uniforms gender 
neutral, which means students wouldn't be expected to wear a certain uniform based on 
whether they are boys or girls. A spokesperson for Priory School said that the new rule 
would also help students focus on their school work. 



What are the arguments against it? 

Some students say it is unfair on girls because they now have to buy new uniforms. 
Others argue that it is wasteful because pupils in their final year of school will have to 
buy a brand- new uniform, which they'll only wear for a few months. It's also been 
argued that the new uniforms aren't actually gender neutral, because the school isn't 
allowing boys to wear skirts. Libby Murray, a student at Priory School, told the BBC, 
"To make it gender neutral they have to let everyone wear skirts or trousers and have 
that choice". 

What has the response been? 

Around 150 parents and students gathered outside the school gates with signs such 
as: "A new uniform for nine months Is not sustainable". The police attended the 
protest, but no arrests were made. The Member of Parliament (MP) for Lewes, Maria 
Caulfield, tweeted that she was "very disturbed" to see girls turned away for choosing 
to wear a skirt. 

From The Week Junior – 14th September 2019 



COMMAS
• Commas are used to make the 

meaning of sentences clear!
• They separate some clauses or 

phrases (e.g. a fronted 
adverbial).

• They separate items in a list or 
several words in a description.



Task 1: For and Against School Uniform
Below are sentences for and against having a uniform. Can you add the 

commas into the sentences to separate the different clauses? Then colour in 
the independent (main) clause in green and the dependent clauses in blue!

1. Since uniform is smarter it creates a good working 
ethos.

2. To be independent children should choose their own 
clothes.

3. When out of school school uniform helps children to 
be recognised.

4. In the real world very few jobs require a uniform.
5. Uniforms because they restrict choice save parents 

money.
6. Some uniform items such as blazers can be expensive 

to buy and difficult to wash.



ANSWERS

1. Since uniform is smarter, it creates a good 
working ethos.

2. To be independent, children should choose their 
own clothes.

3. When out of school, school uniform helps 
children to be recognised.

4. In the real world, very few jobs require a 
uniform.

5. Uniforms, because they restrict choice, save 
parents money.

6. Some uniform items, such as blazers, can be 
expensive to buy and difficult to wash.



Task 2: Uniform Writing Brief 
Imagine that you have been asked to design a uniform or dress code for your school. 

Write information for parents and children about your 
uniform/clothing guidelines. 

• First use sentences with commas in lists to describe what is in the 
uniform or what your guidelines are. 

• Then write three points arguing that your uniform/clothing 
guidelines are a good idea. 

• Write sentences that include extra clauses or phrases for your 
argument. 

• You might add an adverbial at the beginning of your sentence. 
• You might embed a phrase or clause with extra information within 
• your sentence. 
• Remember to use commas to keep the meaning clear. 



Today you will be answering SATs style questions based on 
addition and subtraction!

• When reading the questions, look at the digits and 
wording and identify whether you will be using 
addition or subtraction and if you will need to use 
the formal written method or a mental method. 

• Look at the previous lessons to find the synonyms for 
addition and subtraction as you will most likely see 
those in the questions instead of the words add or 
take away.

LI: To answer test style addition and subtraction 
questions using mental and written methods.



When answering a question like this, you can work out the answer mentally! 

As you need to find the missing number needed to make 100, you must do the inverse 
(the opposite operation to what is already being used, so in this case it will be 
subtraction)!

First you must use the known facts to identify how much you will need to subtract 
from 100.

1 + 10  = 11 which means 11 add to ? gives you 100. You must subtract 11 from 100.

100 – 11 =  89
The missing number would then be 89! 

To see if you are correct, work out the number sentence using the missing number.
1+10+89 = 100 



You may find using the mental method tricky so it would be best to use a formal written method to increase the 
accuracy of your answer. The question has the word ‘altogether’ in the sentence which indicates you must use addition. 
You will need to add all the items together as it is asking the cost of all the football kit.

Use column method to work out your answer, if you find it easier to add the amounts together without using 
decimals you can, but then you must add the decimal to the final answer by dividing your answer by 100 or you 
can lay it out like this:

08 . 7 5
05 . 9 5
04 . 1 5
______
18  . 8 5 

+

11



Your task! Answer the questions!
1. 2.



5. 6.



7.

8.



9. 10.



11. 12.



ANSWERS!

1. 2. 3.

4. 5. 6.

7.



8. 9.



10.



Reading







Questions

1. In your own words, explain what Recycle Week is. 
2. Why do you think people often forget about recycling some common 
household objects? 
3. What does the phrase ‘reducing the need to consume natural resources’ 
mean? 
4. Explain your understanding of how recycling saves energy? 
5. What problems are there with having landfills? 
6. Which materials are the most suitable for being recycled many times? 
7. What options are there for recycling clothing and textiles? 
8. Name some products that textiles can be recycled into. 
9. If you were trying to convince people to recycle, what arguments would 
you use to try and persuade them. 
10. Write a set of instructions to tell people how they can recycle one item. 



Answers
1. Own explanation 

2. People forget because common household objects are often things they do not use in the 
kitchen so they forget to put it in the recycling bag/ box/ bin. 

3. The need to cut down the use of natural resources. 

4. Recycling saves energy because turning products that already exist into something new 
uses a lot less energy than making something from the start. 

5. The problem is that they produce a dangerous gas called methane and take up a lot of 
space that could be used for other things. 

6. Glass and steel are the most suitable materials because they don’t lose their quality. 

7. Clothing and textiles can be taken to a charity shop or see if the council will collect them or 
take them to a recycling point at a supermarket or a car park. 

8. Textiles can be recycled in to padding for chairs and car seats, cleaning cloths and industrial 
blankets. 

9. Recycling is important because it saves energy, the environment, resources and Own 
response 

10. Decide if it can be recycled. 

Wash the container out. 

Put it in a recycling bag. 

Take it to a recycling point or put it in the blue wheelie bin. 



Spelling





Handwriting

Orange square = 3. Green circle = 5. 
Blue pentagon = 8. Yellow star = 9. So 
star – pentagon (9-8) = 1. 

Riddle: L can be bigger than XL in 
Roman Numerals! L = 50, XL = 40


